Review of Vertex Tower Application for Ashfield
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Vertex Tower has filed an application to construct a tower at a site west of, and accessed from,
Baptist Corner Road. The proposed tower would be approximately 110 feet high, and while the
application was written for a “monopine”, a monopole disguised as a pine tree (and thus 116’ tall
including camouflage), consideration is also being given to a freestanding lattice tower, which
might blend in better given that the location is near existing electrical transmission towers. A
tower 110 feet tall would provide space for up to four major wireless providers, at the 105’, 95’,
85’, and 75’ centerline elevations, while remaining above the local tree canopy. Public safety
antennas could also be supported, especially on a lattice tower. An undisguised monopole is also
under consideration; given the location and obtrusiveness of the monopine’s camouflage above
the hillside, this may be the least visually intrusive option of all.
The primary purpose of the tower is to provide coverage to Ashfield Center, to the Route 116
corridor south to South Ashfield, and along the Rt. 112 corridor north towards Shelburne Falls.
Its coverage is also likely to reach a large share of the population of Ashfield, including many
who are now unable to receive reliable mobile coverage at or near their home.
Both Town and federal laws are potentially applicable. 47 U.S.C. 332(c)(7), part of the
Telecommunications Act, protects the right of localities to enforce zoning codes for wireless
towers but only to the extent that the zoning does “shall not prohibit or have the effect of
prohibiting the provision of personal wireless services”. The application need not be granted as
proposed if an adequate alternative is available, or if limiting its waivers do not substantially
impair service.
Vertex Tower is a commercial tower operator who owns several towers in the area, and who is
developing coverage across much of the Hill Towns area, where existing mobile coverage is
limited. Of particular note is a potential site at the western edge of the Town of Conway, north of
Rt. 116. This site would have coverage largely overlapping that of the site that AT&T Mobility
proposed developing last year in South Ashfield, east of Murray Road. AT&T Mobility has
withdrawn their application after meeting stiff opposition from neighbors. Vertex has indicated
that they are now more likely to proceed with their Conway proposal without the competition
from the AT&T tower. The instant proposal and the Conway proposal cover roughly adjacent
geographic areas with only a modest overlap, and thus fit well together into an efficient coverage
pattern.

Towers in vicinity of the proposed facility
There are no existing towers in the immediate vicinity of the proposed site. The application
shows predicted coverage from existing towers, which demonstrates a sizeable gap in Ashfield.
Some sites with coverage into at least part of Ashfield were examined as part of the review of the
AT&T application, and while they were used to show a gap in the eastern part of the Town, they
also show a lack of coverage into the areas of the tower being proposed by Vertex off Baptist
Hill Road.
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Three sites to the northeast, in Shelburne and Shelburne Falls, were noted in the AT&T
application, on Cooper Lane, Guy Manners Rd., and Tower Rd. These sites do put some signal
into parts of Ashfield, but do not cover either the Main St. area or the Rt. 116 and Rt. 112
corridors in Ashfield. Their primary service area is the Rt. 2 corridor.
Note that coverage in these maps is based on the 700 MHz band, which provides the major
carriers with their largest coverage areas. (The 600 MHz and 800 MHz bands should have
similar coverage.) Carriers also often use higher-frequency bands for additional capacity, but
those will have less penetration.

Combined coverage of three Shelburne Falls area towers towards Ashfield and Conway. (The original AT&T proposed site is
shown.)

A tower off of Spruce Corner Road in southwestern Ashfield has no carriers on it at present, but
if any were to use it, coverage would not reach into the targeted parts of Ashfield; instead, due to
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terrain, its viewshed is mainly into Plainfield and Cummington. However, as will be noted
below, in combination with the proposed tower, it helps close a gap along the Rt. 116 corridor.

Coverage projection from Industrial Communications tower off Spruce Corner Road.

Proposed Vertex tower in Conway near Ashfield
Vertex Towers already has one tower in Conway, south of Rt. 116 near Deerfield. They may
soon formally propose a second one, just north of Rt. 116 near the Ashfield line. While the exact
location has not been announced, based on available documentation, an approximate site has
been identified. It would cover much of the area from South Ashfield to Conway, and have a
degree of weak coverage into parts of Main St., but most of the area northwest of South Ashfield,
including much of Rt. 116, is blocked by terrain. That is the target of the proposed Ashfield
tower.
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Coverage estimate from approximate location of tower Vertex is considering in Conway. Based on 130' estimated height.

Coverage of proposed site
The Vertex application material shows predicted coverage from the proposed site at elevations
ranging from 45 to 135 feet. The 45 foot level is below likely tree height and thus has poor
coverage. There is a significant improvement going from 75 to 105 feet, essentially from the
fourth to first likely collocator’s position, but even the 75 foot level shows reasonable coverage
in the key areas. Independently predicting coverage using a different model produces a
somewhat similar result, validating the Vertex prediction. The most important differences are in
the area of Bronson Ave. and nearby Main St., which shows better coverage in the Vertex model
than in the Interisle model. That may be due to the fact that Vertex has a more precise model of
tree height. Some of the Bronson Ave. area, including a park, is so close to the foot of the hill
that the tower will be on that the hill itself may be in the way. Vertex also predicts better
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coverage along a short stretch of Rt. 116 near Emmet Rd. However, both models show the 105foot berth having likely continuity of coverage for a moving vehicle. Vertex’ model also shows
the 75-foot berth having such coverage.

Predicted coverage at 700 MHz from 105' on the proposed tower off Baptist Corner Road.

Predicted coverage at 700 MHz from 75' on the proposed tower off Baptist Corner Road.

Combined coverage from three sites
If Vertex tower proposals in both Ashfield and Conway advance, and a carrier locates on both of
them as well as on the Industrial Communications tower off of Spruce Corner Road, then
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coverage of Ashfield will be fairly complete, with only a few gaps, mainly on back roads
including Creamery Road and the northern part of Murray Road.

Predicted coverage from the combination of the Baptist Corner Road, Spruce Corner Road, and Ashfield Road - Conway sites

Alternative sites
Vertex provided a list of potential alternative sites, each of which had reasons that make it
inferior to the proposed site. Some were simply not being made available. Two sites, however,
seem at least reasonably plausible alternatives.
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30 Smith
A site at 30 Smith Road, just west of Rt. 112, covers most of the Main Street area and Route 112.
But it is somewhat deficient in the area between the Main St. and South Ashfield, including
along Route 116. It also has less overall coverage in the more outlying areas.

Predicted coverage from 30 Smith Road at 105'.

Off Norton Hill Road
Three sites off of Norton Hill Road, south of Main St. were also identified. Two, however, are
landlocked, meaning harder to access without procuring additional rights of way. The parcel
identified as option E is the most plausible. Vertex notes that it would be more visible than the
proposed site, and would have inferior coverage on Rt. 112 north of Main St. While not noted by
Vertex, its coverage along Rt. 116 between Main St. and South Ashfield would also be
questionable.
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Predicted coverage from site E off Norton Hill Road.

Conclusion
Vertex Tower’s application’s technical analysis appears to be fundamentally sound. There are no
existing towers that appear to be capable of reaching most of the coverage gaps targeted by the
application, and the proposed tower will fill in a sizeable area now a coverage gap. Coverage
from the 105’ level would be better than from the 75’ level, but the 75’ bottom berth would still
be largely usable,. Lower elevations than 75’ would begin to encounter blockages from trees. A
shorter tower would thus support fewer collocators, which might harm its economic feasibility.
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